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The KPMG Performance Clinic is a remarkable initiative designed to
help organisations, and the people that comprise them, better cope
with the uncertainty and complexity of life in the modern business
world.
It took shape, in November 2015, when KPMG Australia acquired The
Performance Clinic, an innovative consulting firm specialising in
deploying sports science and cutting-edge stress and recovery
research to enhance workplace performance.
KPMG Chief Operations Officer Jason Murray talked about their
science based approach and the role that the lifestyle assessment
plays in his coaching.
For the individual participants in the KPMG Performance
Clinic programs, the engagement value often extends well beyond the
workplace. Murray recounts the time when upon completion a man
stood and emotionally revealed that the program had helped him
become a better father and husband.
“You may start with a goal of improved workplace performance, but
achieving that includes a host of things that can positively influence
the rest of your life as well. Better work-life integration, stress and
recovery management, all work to enhance well-being which has
benefits across the board.”

What’s the role of the lifestyle assessment?
“It’s a top and tail tool” is how Murray describes its use with the
KPMG Performance Clinic. “It’s the benchmark for change as well as
the proof point at the close,” he explains.

“We’ll introduce the assessment at the start, use the data to show
what needs to be achieved and also to bring people on board with the
process. Then we bring it back at the end to take a look at the
progress and results.”
The lifestyle assessment utilises detailed
recordings of participant heart activity taken
from daily life to make stress, recovery, sleep
quality, and the impacts of physical activity
available in clear concrete ways. A typical
measurement includes three days’ worth of
round-the-clock monitoring data collected using
Firstbeat’s professional grade Bodyguard device.
The recommended sample includes two work days and one leisure
day to create a complete picture of the relationship between lifestyle
and the impact on the body.
Physiological stress may not always be recognisable in the moment,
but poor recovery is a significant factor in decreased performance
capabilities.
“We had a recent experience with a group comprised mostly of young
very hard working professionals. Their assessment reports showed
their days were dominated by stress with little or no recovery time,
even during the evening or whilst sleeping. It helps illustrate the
significant benefits achievable with the right information to help
change behaviour."
Results of the assessment include detailed charts that map

physiological responses against participant activities throughout the
day and night. The fact that the material is drawn from real world
experiences in daily life make it a particularly powerful tool for
identifying where improvements can be made for motivating lasting
behavioral change.
This reliance on data is critical to what Murray
describes as a “philosophically agnostic”
approach. “We’re always actively looking for
what works best for the individual or team. It’s
about identifying the combination of core
values and goals and where people want to be.
Then setting about finding the best way to get
them there scientifically and behaviourally.”
As workplace engagement and productivity are increasingly identified
as among the greatest challenges facing employers today,
opportunities abound for those with the vision to re-imagine the focus
of employee wellness programs in light of their potential to positively
impact organisational performance.
Innovators like Murray and the KPMG Performance Clinic are at the
forefront of this effort, well on their way to changing the world.

